Manage 2N® IP devices over Internet
You can easily manage 2N IP Intercoms and 2N Access Units with 2N Access Commander over the internet.
Since every 2N IP product, including 2N Access Commander behaves like any standard IP device, you can use
standard network techniques for interconnecting them over Internet.
The most common techniques to interconnect 2 separated sites over internet are:

NAT and PORT Forwarding technique
Since connection is established from 2N Access Commander to each 2N IP device, you need to make sure that all
2N IP devices are reachable over the internet. In standard environment, such 2N IP devices will have private IP
addresses and only one shared public IP address actually reachable from internet.
In order to allow communication from internet to each such 2N IP device which has its own private IP address,
you need to use NAT / Port forwarding on the site with 2N IP devices (SITE B and ROUTER B on the image below).
Each 2N IP device listens on port 443 for an incoming connection.

You do not need to perform such action on SITE A, just make sure that 2N Access Commander on SITE A is
allowed to access the internet.
When network configuration on SITE B in our example is set correctly, you can add each 2N IP device
from SITE B to 2N Access Commander on SITE A manually using SITE B´s Public IP and assigned Public
port.
The device scanner inside 2N Access Commander cannot be used in this scenario; just add Site B's
public IP address and public port number manually in the format
<Public_IP_address>:<Public_port_number>.

With its specific implementation on your sites and network devices, any Network company/administrator
will be able to help you.

VPN technique
A site-to-site VPN connection connects two portions of a private network or two private networks.
For example, this allows to have routed connections with separate offices, or with other organizations, over the
Internet.
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Internet.
It can also be set to allow both sides to act as one local network.

When using VPN interconnection setup to act as one network, it will behave same way as if both 2N IP
devices and 2N Access Commander would be in same network.

With its specific implementation on your sites and network devices, any Network company/administrator
will be able to help you.
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